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3D Si integration seems a right way to go and compete with Moore’s law (more than Moore versus more
Moore). However, it is still a long way to go. A crippling problem, not really considered currently, concerns
the noise propagation, especially when complex 3D interconnects, in the radiofrequency range and at a
nano-scale, is embedded into the substrate. First of all, from any source, we calculate the spreading impedance. Compact Green kernel, over or into a multi-layered substrate, is derived by solving Poisson's equation analytically. The Discrete Cosine Transform and its variations are used for rapid evaluation. Using this
technique, the substrate coupling and loss in IC's can be analyzed. We implement our algorithm in MATLAB.
Thus, it permits to extract 3D impedances between any two embedded contacts, real or virtual. A third point
is we can calculate from any contact source in the bulk where appear some current fluctuations, some
voltage fluctuations at any other embedded contacts, and get transfer impedances, a key item for noise
propagation calculations; we think that is the very originality of this paper. We investigate our models on
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both analytical and numerical methods, like finite elements-based simulations. This extended model enables one to extract substrate impedance, parasitic elements and noises between any two points embedded
into the substrate. They are fully compatible with SPICE-like solvers and should allow an investigation in
depth of the impact of buried contacts on circuit performance. Concerning noise calculations, we introduce
the Impedance Field Method; it describes the response of local noise sources to target points, both points
being anywhere into the bulk, and possibly to

terminals. Some physical noise models, GR-like, are intro-

duced. The implementation of noise analysis into our simulator is begun and first results of the calculation
into the substrate are shown.

Keywords: Electronic Noise, Transfer Impedance Methods, Three-Dimensional Nanoscale Circuit Substrates

INTRODUCTION

Since a few years, other technological ways than the scaling technology are investigated by micro/nano technology
industry, to continue following or getting over the famous Moore’s Law’ (more than Moore versus more Moore).
Substrate noise coupling in integrated circuits becomes a significant consideration in the design. Nowadays,
micro(nano)technology and the development of semiconductor technology enable designers to integrate multiple
systems into a single chip, not only in 2D (planar), but also in 3D (in the bulk). This design technology reduces cost,
while improving performance and makes the system on chip possible. (Di Cioccio et al., 2008), (Gharpurey and Hosur,
1997), (Banerjee et al., 2001), (Rabah Dahmani et al., 2011).
It is well known that the Green function approach to the Langevin equation of the phenomenological system equations
or , its equivalent, the Impedance Field (IF), are applied to the semiconductor; we use, hereafter the former one algorithm (IF) to study noise source propagation

in bulk. The numerical algorithm to extract the Green functions is de-

scribed.
In this paper, Green functions are applied to homogeneous layers to the substrate model extraction, as opposed to
numerical methods; the resolution speed of this former method is much faster. Some basic recalls and concept are first
introduced. The use of discrete cosine transforms (DCT), applying twice a FFT - Fast Fourier transform - in this model,
will accelerate the compute speed (cf. data compression). Then, an improved model, which can be applied on substrate
with in-depth contacts or via, is shown; it can treat the case of contacts lying in different layers. As a check, we compare
with a Finite element method (FEM) (COMSOL Multiphysics, http://www.comsol.com/).
Moreover, in recent years some effort has been devoted to the numerical simulation of noise phenomena in circuit
simulators. In most cases the noise simulation is founded on Shockley’s impedance field method (Shockley et al., 1996)
and its variations and generalizations. (Bonani et al., 1998) Reported a numerically efficient Green function approach to
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the Langevin equation based simulation of the impedance field method (IFM) which is the basis for the implementation
in the multi-dimensional, circuits simulator. Unhappily, these works are implemented in simulator, but with only one dimensional model. Some artifact can appear, and is not clear if they come some numerical problems , or if it is real phenomenon.

Substrate extraction techniques

-A) Green Kernels

The high density integration and high system frequency make substrate noise coupling become one of the most significant considerations in the design due to its great impact on the performance of ICs. The aim of the 3D substrate analysis is, first of all, to efficiently extract the Z impedance parameters between any contacts (electrode, via) which are located on or into the silicon substrate. An efficient impedance extraction tool for contacts could help the designer accelerate the design and optimize the final layout. Like in planar technologies, 3D interconnects can be built as an ‘RLCG’ divider bridge: (G//C)/ (R series L) - equivalent electrical model, with a П or a T network. Often, a simple compact model
is constructed by modeling the substrate as a simple node. However, this assumption is only viable when substrate is
highly conductive, in low and medium frequency domains, and is not suitable for the multi-layer substrates. That is the
reason why, in this paper, we propose a substrate extraction method relying on Transmission Line Method (TLM) over
multi-layered substrate and/or Green functions to model these effects, in the bulk (Hideo Utsuno et al., 1989), (Ahmed et
al., 1074), (Ali et al., 1998) (Nishath et al., 1995).

- Substrate analysis

Generally, the Z parameters could be defined as

Z mn =

Vm
In Ik ≠n = 0

(1)

In practical operation, by injecting an unitary current as an excitation source, I, at the n-th point, and a unitary current
excitation source, -I ( equivalent to a sink current I) at a m-th point and calculate the resulting voltage at the probe
point, we can get the impedance Zmn between the m and n contacts, directly.
If we can get the resulting potential distribution in the substrate caused by the unitary current, we could get the Z parameters by (1) easily.
Under quasi-static conditions, the potential over the substrate satisfies Laplace’s equation
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∇2ϕ(x, y, z) = 0

(2)

It can also be written as:

 ∂2
∂2
∂2 
 2 + 2 + 2  ϕ ( x, y, z ) = 0
∂z 
 ∂x ∂ y

(3)

If we assume that = X(x,x’). Y(y,y’). Z(z,z’), we can rewrite equation (3), thus resulting in:
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for x ≠ x’ y ≠ y’ z ≠ z’.

φ is assimilated to a Green kernel.
Noting a and b the die dimensions, we get:
X = cos
(m and n are integers)

n∙π∙y
m∙π∙x
; Y = cos
; where m and n ∈ +0, ∞)
a
b

This Green’s function involves an infinite series of sinusoidal functions:
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By defining:
Z z, z ′ = Z ′ z, z ′ ∙ cos

9∙π∙<′
=

∙ cos

6∙π∙>′
?

(7)

and substituting, we get a simple equation:
=?
@

BC D

∙A

BEC

− γ96 ∙ ZF = −

δ(EGE′ )
εH

with γ96 = K

L∙M
N

+

O∙M
P

(8)

For z ≠ z’,  (z-z’) = 0. The above equation, (8), has a well known general solution:
′

= R ∙ S GTUV ∙(WXY) + Z ∙ S TUV ∙(WXY)

(9)

This equation invokes a transmitted wave and a reflected one. A general solution, for m>0 and n>0 of the Green kernel
is given by:
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∞ ∞
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′
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h
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(10 )

As long as we get , the contact-to-contact resistance or capacitance will be easily calculated.
For instance, consider the case of both the point charge and the point of observation are in the same dielectric layer, on
the surface with z = z’= 0. The Green function then changes to:
∅ x, y; x , y
′

(G8 )E7E′ 78 + j / / f96 C96 cos
∞

′

E7E′ 78

∞

978 678

mπx
mπx′
nπy
nπy′
cos m
n cos
cos m
no
a
a
b
b

where Cmn= 0 for (m=n=0), Cmn=2 for for m=0 or n=0 but m ≠ n and Cmn= 4 for all

(11)

others m n (m>0 and n>0).

The function fmn is given by:
pLO =

c

sr tNOh(TUV W)Xur

NPTqr sr Xur tNOh(TUV W)

(12)

βN and ΓN can be computed recursively from:
1 + z{|
β
εz
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v wx = ∙ y
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(1 −
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where θw = γ96 (d − dw ), β8 = 1, Γ8 = 1

βwGc
x
ΓwGc

(13)
(14)

Then, after derivation of some formal mathematical solution from equation (7) with boundary conditions, we will

discuss hereafter on a more physical (and graspable) approach of the problem, using the so-called Transmission Lines
Method (TLM), with some brief recalls;
Note that, in our whole algorithm, from its first beginning, we work in the reciprocal space.
After a bi-dimensional spatial Fourier transform in x,y direction, the above equation (8) should be

∂2Φ
∂z 2

− kx2Φ − k y 2Φ = 0

(15)

where Φ is the spatial-frequency domain potential and kx, ky are the spatial-frequency variables.
The current density J Z = σ * EZ (σ* is the complex conductivity) and EZ = −

J z = −σ *

∂ϕ
∂z

In the spatial-frequency domain, it changes to

∂ϕ
we can get
∂z
(16)
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(

)

J z k x , k y , z = − (σ + jωε )

(

∂Φ k x , k y , z

)

(17)

∂z

After derivative calculations of the above equation,

∂J z
∂2Φ
= − (σ + jωε ) 2
∂z
∂z

(18)

From (15) and (18) we have

∂J z
= − (σ + jωε ) k x 2 + k y 2 Φ
∂z

(

)

(19)

Rewrite (16) and (19), finally one can get
Jz
 ∂Φ
 ∂z = − (σ + jωε )


 ∂J z = − σ + jωε k 2 + k 2 Φ
(
) x
y
 ∂z

(

(20)

)

These equations indicate the relationship between current density in the z direction and the potential distribution in the
spatial-frequency domain.
In fact, restarting from eq.(12), taking into account the limit or boundary conditions – continuity of potential, and
discontinuity of the electric field if there is a surface charge at the considered layer interface – , it is easy to program this
iterative solution ( versus substrate depth, or layers) of eq.(12).
In our simulator, built using MATLAB [12], we use a matricial formalism, extending the impedance ( Z) and the current
(T) transmission from a layer l to its adjacent one (cf. eq. 16 or eq. 25), starting from a k layer:
v

•,€Xc

••,€Xc

x=v

R•
‚•

−Z•
•,€
xv
x
−ƒ• ••,,€

(26)

Where T addresses to the derivation of the courant (between two parallel regions)

The calculations are done in the reciprocal space. For instance, the potential are derived from the (kronecker) product
of (sub-) matrix V by a DCT (Ahmed et al., 1074) of the I matrix; this later is accomplished using two following FFTs.
In our algorithm, the contact voltage is the mean value of the voltage of the discrete contact elements, calculated via
Millman’s theorem, as:

∑ jωcϕn = 1 N ϕ
V = n =N1
∑ n=1 n
∑ n=1 jωc N
N

(27)

where φn is the substrate voltage at a node and N is the number of contact sub-areas. So, in our new algorithm, the
contact voltage is then calculated by taking the average of the potentials
jecting contact.

, <Va> ,of the substrate region under the in-
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Figure 1a. Specific depth profile of a .35µm technology (p /p-region).; b; Thicknesses and conductivities
III) Green results.

In this paper, as a check, a typical process flow compatible BiCMOS 0.35 m technology is first considered; on figure
+

1.a, a specific region (P /P) of this process is presented.
We approximate the actual profile by stacked layers of given thicknesses (taken ex abrupto) uniformly doped (figure
1.b).
First

of

all,

we

did

some

numerical

experiences

(not

presented

here)

using

(COMSOL Multiphysics,

http://www.comsol.com/), a well known multiphysics (cf.electrical, thermal, mechanical couplings) simulator, for testing
its robustness and its accuracy; it is also a dedicated tool for full wave electromagnetic analysis. It uses essentially
Galerkin-like algorithms; typically, a 3D simulation can use a few ten of minutes or more than one hour.

- Contacts embedded

Consider the case the most general where the contacts (previous works exist for surface contacts (Gharpurey and
Hosur, 1997) ,real or virtual, are totally embedded (Figure 1) . Then the substrate can be seen as an actual parallel
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Surface Current
Density Jz

After DCT
Jz(Kx,Ky,z)
Jz(

Calculate Zin(k)
by " Green "

φz(k)=Zin(K)*Jz
z(k)=Zin(K)*Jz
(K)

IDCT get
Potential
distribution

Average
voltage over
Contacts

Figure 2 .a. Stacked layers model of the substrate Fig. 2 ;b General steps of our 3D3D TE algorithm

Fig 3. Impedance module (cf. Fig. 1) (layer interfaces: L4/ L5 and L8/ L0)
connection of two separated parts (current derivation
derivation) The current is injected on A contact, so the substrate is divided in
two parts, from the layer where
We write a brief algorithm steps for a clear understand
understanding of the model, on Figure2.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. a) Contacts embedded in the bulk;

b): contacts at surface and bottom.

Interfaces: L4/ L5 and L1/L12

Now, it seems easy to calculate, by TLM any transfer impedance. Possibly embedded in the substrate, contacts can be
introduced into any layer; they can be real (metal like) or virtual
virtual.
The surface die is 30

µm*30 µm,

with M=N=300; surface contact: 20 points by 20points (the calculation points, M*N,

are equidistributed).
We present, on the figure 3 the impedance module between some Ci and Cj contacts, at the interfaces L4/ L5 and L8/
L9,; it is typical of a Lorentzian curve (R//C, with R.C =

ρε);

the comparison between “TLM/Green” and “COMSOL” is

quite good.
It is also easy to change contact locations and calculate, any time, cut of voltage maps, for instance (see fig.4).
fig.4)
The simulation results
ts obtained with Green method implemented in MATLAB and compared with COMSOL, are
practically equal. Indeed, we choice, in MATLAB, layers as perfect parallelepipeds (uniform thickness layers); in this
event, the so called equation (12)) is an exact analytical solution. Otherwise, with refined meshes concerning the FEM
methods, the solution convergence is unique. If we design layers with some thickness variation, the two methods will not
present same solutions, depending on this variation, because eq
eq. (12) is no more an exact solution
. Our algorithm takes a few minutes for runnin
running,, while more than one hour can be necessitated with COMSOL; with
COMSOL, any calculation must be repeated for each frequency.
We are very aware that the quasi-electrostatic
electrostatic modelling framework cannot work so perfectly up to 10THz (versus
experiments), which implies a wave length of roughly ten of

µm m in Si; this wave length is of

the same order of the

contact-to-contact distance (3 µm) assumed in Fig. 2.
Currently, we did not take into account explicitly the permeability; it is not realistic to go beyond 200 GHz in this analysis
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Fig.5 Introduction of GR process. a) Traps under C4 contact; b) traps in the 6th layer . (see Fig.1)

( that is not so bad); but we think it was interesting comparing with the element finite method to test the robustness of
our algorithm.

- Generation_Recombination processes; first results

Accordingly, the G-R noise represents a typical, and fundamental, noise source, where carrier concentration can vary
over many orders of magnitude. For electron fluctuations occur between two levels: conduction band and donor impurity.
Conductivity, associated to GR noise, can be written as a low frequency first order transfer function, with an associated
 carrier life time, as:

„…† =

„‡

ˆX‰ωτ

(28)

We present two first examples as checks’ (cf Figure 5).

a)

“Bad “ contact
Only under the contact C4, at its base, in the L4 4th layer whole depth, we consider the GR noise (Fig 5.a)

b)

In the L6 6th whole layer, we consider also the same GR noise.

The result are depicted; in 5.b.
We observe clearly, on both cases, the influence of the added GR current, lowering the resistance at low frequencies,
before a cut-off frequency fc=1/(2πτ). The impedance, for a
value without GR.

τ lifetime of 1ns, can decay from 5% from its reference
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Fig.6 Shematic of the principle of the impedance field method.
These first qualitative, but also quantitative results, seem us important; for instance: injecting at the upper contact a
Generation-Recombination-like noise, and probing at the lower one contact, we could extract a possible lorentzian frequency response, with a cut-off frequency signature of the G-R process
As we suggested, this method (« Green » ) can be linked to the so called impedance transfer method (Van Der Ziel,
1970), (Van Vliet et al., 1975), considering now signal fluctuations; injecting a current variation at a contact creates a
potential variation at any another contact. This way, we could analyze possible correlations between different, ab initio,
independent noise sources (Nougier, 1994), for instance considering the nano-scale.
We consider now quadratic forms ; the transfer impedance method(TIM), a proper two-point internal response
function, gives a linear relation between the electric-field response and a local current perturbation, thus, enabling one
to compute the internal field noise spectra, originated from current fluctuations. This method, by generalizing the original
impedance field method of (Shockley et al., 1996), (Bonani et al., 1998) has been widely used during the last decades
for noise calculations, but in one dimension. The essential role of the TIM was, and nowadays is, to calculate the total
spectrum of voltage fluctuations between points. Currently, no new insights permit to solve this problem in threedimensional dimensions (even in 2D), not because of numerical difficulties, but in a sound physical point of view.
The method of impedance field was first suggested by Shockey Coppeland an James,in one dimension, for diffusion
noise sources (McGill et al., 1974).
It can be stated as follows:
Each noise source at point r in the substrate produces noise in some other point (see fig. 6) of the bulk and the die surface ( and at the electrodes).
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Fig.7 impedance field; contact interfaces: L4/ L5 and L8/L9

The induced noise depends on its source(s), so as the way it propagates to it(s) target(s); this propagation acts through
the so-called impedance field.
In order to study the noise between two contact embedded into the substrate; we inject a small (noise) current of complex value I at frequency f at a point r (+/- dr) in the substrate, superimposed to the DC current between two contacts in
the bulk. This small current produces a voltage Vf between the considered contacts.
_Then, we can write:

∆V (r+dr) = Z ( r +dr) δI

(29)

Z(r; f) is the AC impedance
The resulting voltage difference induced is:
δV= ∆ V (r+dr) – ∆V (r ) = ‹ Z .δI

where the Green’s function ‹ Z is called the impedance field.

(30)

We give, as an example, the global gradient between 2 embedded contacts (cf. fig 1) in the x and y direction,

perpendicular to the layers (see fig. 7). Using, at least, 300*300 calculation points in these planes, we approximate, in a
first time, the impedance derivative by its string between 2 adjacent points ( in x or y) ; since all the impedances between
two any points are stocked in a subroutine, at each frequency, the procedure is straightforward; we can do the same
way in the z direction, but enhancing the layers number.
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δIdr can be described by the current density δj(r) in an infinitesimal volume dr3:
δI.dr= δj(r).d3r ; (δj is the current density -A.m-2-)

(31)

Using Eq. (31) in (32) leads to:

δVf (r) = ( Z.(r,f) - Z(r-dr,f) ).δI = ‹ Z.(r,f).dr. δI

(32)

δVf = ∇ Z(r, f) .δj(r). dr3

(33)
3

Eq. (33) means that a current fluctuation in a volume dr produces a voltage difference between
the two contacts. Integrating over the whole considered domain, the total voltage produced by all these currents is:
Vf = Ž ∇ Z (•, p) . j(r). dr

3

(34)

Willing calculate explicitly the SV (f) noise density, we separate the components along every direction x, y and z (indexed by α). Eq. (35) thus can be rewritten as:

Vf =

∑• +Ž

‘D(’,“)
‘α

∇ Z . δ”• (r). dr – ]

(35)

The spectral density of the voltage noise at the terminals becomes then becomes

˜™ (f) = 2 ŽG ∞ δš› (t). δš›∗ (t + τ)e
∞

˜™ (f) = ∑ ∑β ∬

‘DŸ (’,“) ‘D∗ ’Ÿ ,¡¡“

˜™ (f) = ∑ ∑β ∬

‘DŸ (’,“) ‘DŸ ’Ÿ ,“

‘

‘

.
.

‘β

‘β

M•›t

dt

. 2. ŽG ¢ δ”
¢

(36)

δ”β∗ (r ¡ , t + τ) e

. £¤•β (r, r ¡ ′, f)dr – dr ¡–

M›•τ

dτ. dr – dr ¡–

(37)

(38)
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Fig 8: a) noise source : a non-constant
constant current density located at L8/L9 (3D curve summit)
summit and b) the
corresponding induced voltage - see fig.1
fig.1.b - , at 3 GHz
( ¡ ′, f) dr – dr ¡–
˜™ (f) = ∬ ∇Z ¡ (r, f) ∙ S‰(r, r ¡ ′, f).¡ ∇Z ∗ (r
(cf. Salami method: stacked

(39)

sausage wafers
wafers; the noise of each layer is independent of the noises of all the other

stacked layers).)

Un effect, supposing the current noise sources
ces uncorrelated, we can write

£¤•β (r, r ¡ ′, f) = §•β (r, f) .δ (r ¡ − r)

(40)

Eq. (39) is then simplified to:

( ¡ ′, f)dr –
˜™ (f) = Ž ∇Z (r, f) ∙ K(r, f). ∇Z ∗ (r

(41)

Now, we consider a non uniformity of the current density under the ” aggressor “contact (L8/L9:
9 capacitive effects at low
frequencies).
Calculating this average potential <Va>
> under the” aggressor” contact (20*20 points); we can derive a variation I at
each of the 400 points of this contact, by the ratio of

<Va> over the impedance from each contact
cont
point.(substitution

theorem).
Now, the I variations (with a I me
ean value all under the L8/ L9 top source contact: (3D
3D curve summit), can induce a difference of potential, V, anywhere into the bulk . On Fig. 8.a,, presented is the non uniform injected current, at
the source contact L4/ L5 (3D curve summit).
).
Figure 8.b shows the induced potential in the pass band -3 GHz -.
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Fig. 9 Spectral Noise Density

All the current fluctuations, treated above, concerns the general generation-recombination (GR) processes;

- Generation-Recombination (GR) Noise

Local fluctuations of the carrier densities give rise to so called GR noise sources. With respect to the different mechanisms of GR processes, e.g. Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH )recombination, band-to-band recombination, avalanche generation etc., the noise source models have to be developed. Often the GR noise is expressed in local current density noise
sources already partially containing the response of the substrate, (van Vliet, 1994) discuss several GR noise processes in detail.

-

Equivalent Monopolar GR Noise Source

An equivalent monopolar GR noise source model (e.g. (van Vliet, 1994) for a two-level
generation-recombination process can be derived as:

§©ª (r, f)=

ˆ

«

@•.τ®¯

¬O ¬- . ˆX(° τ

®¯ )

C

n: election density; Jn(Jp): electron (hole) current density ;  : parameter

(42)
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-

Bulk Flicker GR-Noise

Taking a range of GR lifetimes into account a flicker GR noise model can be derived (Bonani and Ghione, 1999).

§±€_.©ª (r, f)=

ˆ

«

¬O ¬- .

τ . (arcan(¸τc ) – arcan(¸τ ))
лµ.¶«( V )

•³

τ·

(43)

αΗ : parameter; ω = 2πf angular frequency.
In fine, presented are, on figure 9, noise spectral densities, relative to the band pass , in different directions.

Since the direct method gives the impedance field with respect to every equation in the
Model, new physical noise models depending of all equations could be invoked. For example
current noise induced by temperature fluctuations in the bulk could be investigated. If temperature fluctuations occur
at low frequencies, then a model for flicker noise could be developed; it is known that _flicker noise contains 1/f noise
due to mobility fluctuations (van der Ziel, 1986).
Many works, as numerical experiences, have to be done: exploring the third dimension, <z>, perpendicular to the layers, to calculate the noise power, a first approach will be to introduce more layers. Our algorithms seem versatile; we
can place noise sources anywhere into the bulk, not only at terminals.
A further step could be to extend the small signal deviations to other parameters (e.g. : sensitivity analysis).
For the analysis of submicron distances, new effects can arise. For example non-stationary effects come into account.
When decreasing the length to a few mean free paths, each carrier undergoes very few collisions on its way from one
terminal to the opposite one. Another example is the space correlation of noise sources. It has been shown (Nougier,
1994), (Nougier et al., 1983) that , for small distances; the noise sources can be spatially correlated. Moreover that noise
intensities rise during transients of the applied voltage to a circuit.
Further investigations have to be done to implement these simulations into our simulator.

CONCLUSION

We develop tools to perform studies on propagation noise, from autonomous noise sources, but which can be correlated,
especially at the nanoscale , in 3 D circuits.
Efficient and perhaps elegant techniques to model substrate in 3D circuits, via frequency dependant impedance
extraction, are presented and programmed. They use Green kernels, as well as the use of Direct Cosine Transform.
The speed of this latter technique makes it suitable for optimization of circuit layout, for minimization of substrate
coupling related effects. However, the earlier models are often limited to the surface contacts.
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In practice, in this work, the contacts can be placed anywhere into the substrate, this is new, up to our knowledge. So,
a new research should be enhanced for 3D circuits. Besides, for contacts embedded in the substrate, we find some
good fits between numerical simulations and our analytical ones.
The very true novelty is we are able to calculate impedance transfer, considering effectively noise sources, in three
dimensions
For the near future, having perhaps perceived some powerness of this work, we should consider the study of tridimensional noise coupling, and the possible correlations between noise sources, especially at the nano-scale.
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